
Wider Subject Choice
Curro values each learner’s unique interests and life goals, empowering them to 
pursue their passions. With our innovative approach to education through our 
wider subject choice offering, Curro Choice, we offer a range of diverse subjects to 
all Curro high school learners in order for them to customise and personalise their 

educational journey. 

AN OVERVIEW
Visual Arts promotes self-expression and creativity and can build confidence 
as well as a sense of individual identity. This course will assist you to become 
a critical thinker in today’s ever-changing society, and you will also learn how 
to problem-solve. Art reflects and helps to create a culture’s vision of itself, and 
as a result, studying the art of the past teaches us how individuals have seen 
themselves and their world. Visual Arts also equips future artists with the ability 
to harness their intuition in order to effectively communicate their ideas.

VISUAL ARTS
Available to:

Grades 10 and 11 learners 
(NSC only available up to Grade 10 in 2024)

CAREER PATHS 
There is an ever-increasing list of art-related jobs out there. You could become an 
animator, illustrator, art director, interior designer or photographer, to mention 
but a few. In the art industry you can create original works as well as sell and 
promote them, and curate and display them to the public in museums and 
galleries. There are also job opportunities in teaching others about art, and jobs 
in which you could assist others in expressing themselves through art.



Interested?
Speak to your head of high school or 
contact us at subjects@curro.co.za.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM THIS PROGRAMME 
The Visual Arts programme will equip you with the artistic and technical 
proficiencies necessary to create a variety of art forms, including paintings, 
drawings, sculptures, photographs, videos and films. Many artistic disciplines – 
such as performing arts, conceptual art, and textile arts – also involve aspects of 
visual arts, and the course will teach you about these connections. The theory 
component of the course, Visual Culture Studies, incorporates art history, 
anthropology, sociology, archaeology and theology. This programme has been 
developed with the intention of broadening your perspectives and teaching 
you about the artists, past and present, who captured the spirit of their time 
and who reverberate with us today.

Visual Arts starter pack

Description Quantity required

Book, counter hardcover, 2Q, A4, 192 pages 1

Diary, visual sketch spiralbound, A4, 50 sheets 2

Eraser, Pentel Click 1

Eraser, kneadable Faber-Castell, rubber, grey 1

File, display book Flip File, A4, 20 pockets 1

Folder, Quotation Premium Clear 1

Marker, permanent, Artline, 90, chisel black 1

Pencil, 2B, Staedtler Tradition 3

Pencil, 4B, Staedtler Tradition 3

Pencil, 6B, Staedtler Tradition 3

Optional: Drawing tablet with Procreate app Available on Takealot


